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That a plastic hinge can be forID.ed i.s one of the. ba.sic assumptions
made in designing a structure for i.ts ulti.mate strength by plastic
desi.gnmethodso By this is meant. that the structure is capable of
undergoing lar.ge inelast.i.c rotat.ions within a l:Lmited region so that
the moments may be redi.stributed t.o develop the full strength of the
s tructu re"
Th.is thesis co~,side.rs the problem of plastic analysis of hauD.ched
knees in general for both straight and curved kne.es ..Since plasti.c
analysis is a first order theory, it has as a fundam.ent:al assumption
that the st.ructure mllst be. stabilized against buckling "With this
thought in mind, provisions must be made to prevent the kne.e from
faDing premacurely by lateral or local buckling. Hence, this
problem should be considered as well as that of bending"
The,. i.nelastic behavior of steel i.s briefly reviewed and it is
shown that. t.he process of yielding is non-homogen.e.ous) the actual
(c.
material being ei.ther i.n the elastlc or the strai.n-hardened state.
Since each of these regions behaves ina homogeneous manner, the
buckling problem was associated with the more critical st.ra;in-hardened
region .
. The influence of several modifying factors, such as axial force,
shear, and non~parallel flanges, upon t.he full plast.i.c moment was
investigated fo!' both t'apered haunches and curved knees 0
•·t
~...
•
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The critical design sections within both curved and tapered haunched
knees are located for ease of design.
Consideration was also given to the problem of stability of the
haunch. The maximum unsupported length of the compression flange was
I
-
obtained by considering it as a pin-ended column. This length was
~etermined in.order that premature lateral buckl~ng could be prevented,
since this would prevent the development of the full plastic strength·
<H the structure. The required geome.tric properties of the compression
flange which are necessary to prevent local buckling of the f1 ange are
a1.so given.
Approximate methods for designing the knee reinforcement are
given. The knee reinforcement is necessary to pr~vefltexcessive
~hearing deformation and web buckling of the haunch. It will also
prevent local failure of the web due to the abrupt change indirection
of the compression flange forces.
Finally, specific design procedures are outlined and several
design examples are presented as a means of illustrating the procedure •
•L INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
Welded haunched connections are often used in the design of frames
by engineers and architects. Since their LIse is often desirable in
plastic design, as well as in~lastic design, there exists a need for
a simple and accurate method for use inproport.ioning such connections.
,Due t.o the poor rotat.ion capacity that has generally been observed in
tests of haunched members, it has been suggested in the past that a
-1
•
•
•
design procedure should be developed which would assure elastic behavior
of the 'haunched connection even when the structure as a whole has
11, d 11, I · I d d.. W . b ( I ) tlH 11, dreace t e u t1mate oa con 1t1on." r1g ,t states aunc ~ or
curved knees must not be permitted 'to become plastictl . However, ,while
studying the results of previous t.ests, it was noted that t.he primary,
cause of faIlure of ,most haunched coi:lIlections was lateral buckling of
the compression flange .. With this thought in mind it was considered
that. a method of analysis could be developed using the concepts of
plastic analysiswhichwpuld fit into the philosophy of plastic design.
Both the strength and economy of a structure depend to a large
degree on the design of connections o It has been shown(2) that a
savings in weight of 10-12% in t.he main members can be realized b'y
....;.,.:;.
the use of haunches. The practice of using built-up connections,
either straight haunched or curved, has aris~n from the need to make
the most effective elastic use of the beam and column material. In
plastic design, haunched connections may be used in order that rolled
205C.22
shapes can be used for the prismatic beam sections of the frame. This
condition could easi.ly be enc.ountered in long-span fram.es. Haunched
connections afford a rather pleasing .appearance and it may be from
the aesthetic considerations that they are chosen.
From the above discussion it can be seen that a need exists for
a simple yet accurate method of proportioning haunched connections for
use in plastic design .
-2
..
•
. The effect of inelastic behavior on the lateral buckl.ing of the
compression flange out of its iniitial plane of bending was studied.
It was also necessary to consider the problem of local stabil.ity within
the haunched connection .
1.2 REQUIREMENTS OF CORNER CONNECTIONS
In the. use of plastic design methods in structural steel a funda-
mental assumption is that at particular points in a structure plastic
hinges will form. In order for this to occur, the members must undergo
considerable inelastic deformation over a limited region of the structure,
so that other parts may develop their full strength and thereby use all
of the material to its full advantage. It is in these regions of plastic
yielding that. the structure is acting differently than assumed in the
older .elastic de.signmethods.
Strengthwise, it has been shown that the structural steel in use
today has sufficient ductility for the formation of plastic hinges, and
so it can und'ergo considerable rotation after their formation without
..
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a decr-ease.in the plastic hinge moment. However, strength is not the
only Fequirement.
In Reference 3, the basic requirements were.set forth for all
typ~s of connections that are acceptable for use in plastic.~p:a.l1sis.
These requirements aIle·:
(1) "Connections must be adequate to develop the
plastic moment, Mp, of the members joined".
(2) "The stiffness should be at least as gr~at as
that of an equivalent length of the rolled
section joined".
(3) "To assure that all necessary p:j..asdc hi~ges form,
all connections must be proportioned to develop
adequate rotation.... capacity".
•
(4)
..
'The knee should be economical to fabricate?
Wasteful joint details will result in a loss tif
over-all economy".
...
•
•
Since haunched connections previously tested were found to
exhibit poor rotation capacity,(3) it·was thought. desirable to have
the plastic hinges form outside the haunch, in the rolled section
joined. This was to be accomplished by maintaining the entire haunch
in the elastic state. However, we must examine the problem of
poor rotation capacity carefully and investigate all the factors which
cause the moment-rotation curve to assume the forms indicated in Fig 1.1.
It is thought that the factors which prevented the formation of the
plastic hinge in previous tests and/or did not allow adequate rotation
capacity can be approached analytically and necessary measures taken
to prevent their occurance .
205C.22
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FIG 1.1 Typi.cal Moment.-Curvature Diagram
These factor's can be generally divided into two distinct groups.
1) Factors which prevent the attainment of the full plastic
moment of pure bending; this would include the effects of axial force
and the shear force .
•
2) Factors which would cause a reducti.on in the moment: carryi.ng
capacity of the hinge as the rotati.on in this region increases. Under
./
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this heading would come the stability effects, such as the local buckling
of· the elements whic.h make up the cross-section of thE:' qember. However,
we are primarily concerned vJith t~he behavior of the compression flange
with regard to both local and lateral buckling when under the. influence
of the full plastic flange force.
Detailed analytical and experimental work has been done i.n the local
buckling Held,(4), (5)and has led to the presentation of simple design
recommendations .. Analytical and experimental work on the effect of axial
force and shear has also been done on pri.smatic beam sections .. It is
the purpose of thi.s report to approach this problem for-members having
non-parallel flanges and to.determine the influence of lateral buckling
of the compression flange on haunch connection design •
1.3 ·OBJECTIVES
In view of the above statements, the objectives of this thes:ls can
be summarized as follows~
1) To analyze theoretically the effect of axial force and shear
upon the full plastic moment of sections having non-parallel
flanges.
2) To analyze tqeoretically the tateral stability of the com-
pression flange of haunched connections when subjected to
various loads caused by the formation of plastic hinges at
the-junction of haunch and rolled section and within the·
connection proper •
.3) To formulate certain specific design recommendations suitable
for use in plastic design, and which will enable the designer
to consider haunched connections as component parts of a st.eel
frame in an economical and safe manner .
•205C.22.
1.4 GENERAL ,DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM
There are several IT.'e. ··1.'ods of an.alysis avai.lable to determine' the
moments and forces pr:e.sent In rigid frames 0 The plastic, method oE
analysis is by no means con.fined to one method of solution, The most
prominentpro~eduresbeing (a) the Statical (Equilibri,um) :Met.h.od,.
(b) the M,echanismMe,t.hod, (c) the ',~ethod of InequaU.,ties, and I(d) the
Moment-Balancing .Method" The Statical Method is usually best. for:
single span rigid frames with pinned bases" For. mor.e comp,Heated
arrangements, the Mechan.ism Method is suitable,,, Onc.e the moments
and forces are known, the prismatic sections of the frame caD. be.
-6
•
..
obtained. In the past it. was thought necessary to mai.ntain the h,aunched
portion of the knee i.n the elastic state and thus force the plastic
hinges. to form only in the pr.ismatic sections of the fram.e,
The fundamental approach t.o the design of haunched conn.ections
was an elasti.c one." The primary reason for the elasti.c approach was
the insufficient rotation capacity that was exhi.bi.ted at near-maximum
moments during tests" The primary cause of most prematuT.'e fai.lures
was the instability of the haunched port.ion of the connectlons" .This
,. (3)problem was recogni.zed and discussed in earlier: report.s" However.,
it was not an,alyzed"
It should be noted at this point that: the problem of stabi,U.ty is
of no small consequence, even "lhen the connection has not developed i.ts
full plastic moment. If the connecti.on i.s proporti.oned such th.at the
strain in the com.pressi.on flange sever.al-times exceeds t.he yi.eld strain,
20.sC,22
the effect of. buckling is nearly as critical as \vhen the full plastic
moment is de-Jelope,d and strai.n-hardening has occurred or is impendi.ng 0
The theories for the elastic analysis of haunched connections lead
-7
..
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to methods generally too unwieldy to be used i.n the desi.gn. office, The
(6) ,
method proposed by Osgood 'is rationally developed from the equat.ions of
compatabilit.y and equilibrium from the theory of the wedge, However, it
is tedious to use,F, Bleich(7) developed a theory based on t.he rela-
tionships between stress and st.rainwith regard to a curved beam" This
theory unfolds rationally, but againt.erminates in unwieldy expressions,
The recommendations for design as set. forth by Griffiths(8) do not
suggest a method of analysi.s, but are more a rule of thuITIQ procequre,
These rules were based on the theories of Osgood and Bleich •
Olander(9)has somewhat simpli.fied the elasti.c approach by anapprox.-
imation to the wedge theory utilizing the conventional beam formulae,
This has not,reduced the amount 0'£ tedious work involved in the design,
although the .expressions involved are in more familiar form.
An earli,er paper(IO) has shown what errors. were involved when the
Olander method was compared with the more rational Osgood solution, A
design exampLe was also presented and indicated how this ~ethod could
be applied,
In all the above elastic approaches, a trial and error procedure
must be followed in designing the component parts of the member,
Usually, the depth of section, flange width, and web thickness are
20.!>C.2-2 :'-8
..
,matntained approxima~ely equal at the i~terseqtion of haunch and r9lled
se~tion. This is done to simplify the fabrication of the knee. It is
then necessary to try various flange thicknesses and determine whether
or not the allowable elastic design stresses have been exceeded.
However, (as will be shown later) in plastic design of the haunched knee,
it isa simple step to comp'ilte the required flange thickness for any
known moment.
1.5 HISTORY AND LITERATURE SURVEY
Rigid frames for use in roof and bridge construct'ion .were introduced
into this country in the early 120's when they were used in grade separ~
ations for the Westchester County Parkways in New York. (11) Engineers
and architects have become acquainted with this type of structure during
the past thirty years and its use is in increasing evidence everywhere.
The component part of the rigid frame in.which we are interested is the
rig~d connection. Connections for ~se in rigid frames can in general
,._.:
be divided into three types: square, tapered,and ~tlrved. Aplastic
method of design of square knees is presented in Reference 3 ~nd is
suitable for design use, however, a plastic method of analysis has not
yet been developed for tapered or'curveq knees. There are, however,
several theories for the elastic analysis of such members, (see previous
section) but they are in general too unwieldy and tedious for common
use. The types of connections for rigid frames are shown in Fig 1.2.
.f'
-9
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STRAIGHT CURVED TAPERED
•
•
FIG 1. 2 Types of Corner Connecti.ons
In 1938, the results of work by Stang, Greenspan, and Osgdod(12)
at the U.S. Nation'iil Bureau of Standards on knees with' curved inner
flanges were published, and an approximate analysis was developed(6)
which was che~ked experimentally.
As a supplement to the work at the Bureau of Standards, a frame
having knees with curved inner flanges was tested at Lehigh University
by Lyse and Black. (13) This checked the theoretical results presented
by Osgood(6) and predicted the elastic stresses satisfactorily .
205C.22
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In 1947 H.endry(l4) tested two frames having curved knees. The results
were compared with th,\:,se obtained by Vierendeel ' s elasl1.c solution. It
,was also suggested that curved flanges should have radii. equal to twice
the depth of the legs to reduce shear stresses in the knee to the same
level JiS those in the legs, and to ensure reasonably uniform stress dis-
tribution in the flanges.
In a second paper in 1950 Hendry(15) reported the testing otsix
knees with curved inner flanges and it was found that knees having un-
stiffened webs offered less resistance to instability. Finally, three
complete portal frame models, with varying amounts of haunching at the
knees, were tested and it was obse.rved that the load carrying capacity
of a portal frame could be increased by haunching the knees. In the
conclusion it :was stated that to secure primary failure by flexure in
the legs, it would be necessary to provide lateral support for the
compression flange and to stiffen the web at the knee. However, no
theoretical !nvestigationwas made and these conclusions were based on
'.observation of the tests that were conducted.
In 1952 a study of welded knee connections was made by Topractsog1ou,
Beedle, and .Johnst.on (3) at Lehigh. This investigation included several
haunched and curved knees. It was observed that the haunched knees and
the knees with curved inner flanges had a greater moment capacity, but
were not able to sustain large rotations at near-maximum moments. No
theories were pruposed for the haunched knees or knees with curved inner
flanges. However, the observed behavior of these connections was dis-
cussed.
20SC,22 -11
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At Lehigh in 1956, In.E, Smith(lO) completed a test on a haunched
connection .whose girder intersected the column at aT'. angle greater than
ninety degrees, This connect:Lonwas proportioned by the Olander method,
20SC.22
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S T R U C T U R A L
2.1 . YIELDING OF STRUCTURAL STEEL
S TEE L
The inelastic behavior of structural members has been extensively
discussed in References 16 and 17. The following is a brief resume'
indicating how it is to be applied to this report.
.'
stress
cr
Elastic Range
Ey
Plastic Range
Yield Level
Stress-strain Relation
for Structural Steel
Strain ,E
Strain
Est :::::::. 14Ey
•
FIG 2.1 Typical Stress-Strain Diagram
..
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A typical stress-strain diagram as pictured in Fig 2..1 indi~ates
that the strain of a uni-axially loaded member occurs homogeneously
-13
average strain over a finite gauge length.
..
..
and is a continuous process. However, it should be remembered that the
strain represented in .sucha diagram is determined by measuring an
(18)
It is well known that
the actual elongation of a steel specimen in this yield zone occurs in
small slip bands. Once a fiber reaches yield stress it immediately
jumps from yield strain to strain hardening strain. Hence the total
strain over a finite length is usually a combination of yield zone
and elastic deformation.
We are describing by non-homogeneous yielding the material behavior
of the component parts of connections more in accordance with their
true physical action. We can thus hope for more consistency in the
analytical results obtained.
The concept of simple bending has as a fundamental assumption
that every layer of the material is free to expand or contract longitu-
dinally and laterally under stress as though it were completely free
from the other layers. Once this assumption is made, the concept of
yielding is identical to that made for uniaxial stress and the concepts
of non-homogeneity of yielding can be applied equally well to flexure •
.2.2 APPLICATION OF NON-HOMOGENEOUS YIELDING TO BUCKLING OF COMPRESSION
FLANGES OF HAUNCHED KNEES
When considering the behavior of structural steel, it is usually
assumed that once the material reaches the yield point, it behaves in
205C.2.2
a perfectly plastic manner. This leads to the conclusion that once a
-14
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material reaches its yield point, it has zero stiffness against buckling.
However, this is not true since steel is a strain-hardening materiaL
Yang and Beedle(19)in 1952 stated
"the short compression member will, however, have a
buckling strength at least equal to the tangent
modulus load, using as the tangent of the stress-
strain di.agram, the value at the starting point of
the strain-hardening region"
The first application in predicting the buckling behavior of a
column between the ex~remes of all-elastic or all-strain-hardened was
by Thurlimann and Haaijer~16) They considered the case of axially
loaded columns, either fixed-ended or simply supported, in which the
strain~hardening zone was assumed to spread either from the ends or
the center. The extent of the strain hardening zone was dependent
on the total strain. The normal elastic differential equations were
first.set up" The solutions were then expressed for each of the zones,
the boundary conditions being matched to obtain the correct eigenvalue.
This thesis uses the approach of the above references with regard
to non-homogeneous yielding, as follows:
1) When a member is deformed beyond the overall elastic limit,
the material itself is either at a strain less than the yield
strain or it has reached the strain-hardening range.
2) The length of the strain-hardening zone along the compression
flange will vary with the geometry of the connection .
3) A solution can be obtained by solving the normal linear
differential. equation. The lowest point of bifurcation of
equilibrium is obtained by considering no strain reversal.
205C,22
The cross-section .at. any point in t.he haunch is idealized as far
as the buckling behavior is concerned. It is assumed that the bot.tom
-15
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flange buckles independently of the other component parts of the section
out of the plane of bending, It is initially assume<i that the compresston
flange has a uniform stress distribution over its cross-section and there-
fore the entire portion is in the strain hardening state, . These are
rather severe assumptions, but it is considered that the web has little
influence .on the lateral buckling of the compression flange, and that
the limit of strain-hardening should be considered.
This initial assumpt.ion is then refined and the strain hardened
zone is allowed t.o vary along the length of the compression flange.
2.3 EVALUATION OF MATERIAL .CONSTANTS
The number of material constants needed to define the elastic
behavior of an isotropic, homogeneous material is two. In the elastic
range of str.;uctural steel, these are commonly written as E (modulus
of elasticity = 30,000 ksi) and G (modulus of rigidity = 11,500 ksi).
When steel has been uni-axially deformed to the point of strain-
hardeni.ng, it. is no longer isotropic and the stress-strain relati,onship
must he redef,ined for each plane of straining .
. In the present case of buckling, assuming the member to be strained
in the z direction to the point of strain-hardening, the stress-strain
relationships become
•
. .. (2.1)
.205C.22
=
-16
... (2.2)
The value of Est can be experimentally determined by the slope
of the stress-strain curve. Haaijer(4) has shown that for A-7 steel
it varies from a value of 900 ksi at the commencement of strain-hardeni.ng
down to 600 ksi ata strain twice the strain-hardening strain. Haaijer(20)
has also determined the value of Gst experimentally by measuring the
torsional rigidity of a tube, uniaxially compressed to strain-hardening.
He has found by both theory and experiment, that~
"Initially the tangent modulus in shear, Gt, approaches
the value of the elastic modulus of rigidity, G. However,
~ith increasing shear strains, the value ofGt, drops rapidly
to about 3000 to 2000 ksi. From thereon, Gt, decreases sl~wly
with increasing shear strain."
"The large values of Gt for (very) small shear strains
cannot be of importance because of unavoidable initial imper-
fections."
Therefore a value of Gst = 2400 ksi will be taken as the modulus of
rigidity at the beginning of strain-hardening.and a value of Est = 900 ksi
will be taken as the strain~hardeningmodulus for this problem. This
will portray the most severe case that c~uld be realized and therefore,
a limiting condition will be established.
.I
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
H A U N C H E.D CON NE CT ION S
•
The pbjective of this secti.onis to present a systematic procedure
for the plastic analysis of connections having non-parallel flanges.
Since plastic analysis is a first order theory, it is based on t~e
p~ecepts of a bending theory for a structure stabilized against buckling.
Hence, a haunched connection must have sufficient strength and.
stability to develop a required plastic moment at some known point
.within the hl3.unch or in the adjacent rolled section which ,will ab.sorb
plastic rotations.
Since structural fl:ames are usually acted upon by; shear and direct
forces in add,ition to bending moments, these factors must be taken into
account 0 However, it can .be noted that their effect on many engineering
structures is usually small, and can be neglectedo
.3.2 APPROACH TO A PLASTIC SOLUTION
In order to formulate the relationship between moment; and curvature
in the plastic range, 'wemust first state the basic assumptions and
conditions:
1) Plane sections reamin plane after bending; that is bending
strains are proportional to the distance from the neutral axis.
2) An idealized stress-strain relationship as indicated in
Fig 2.1 assuming as previously stated, that the, behavior of
the fibers in bending is the same as that of those in com~
pression or t~nsion.
(3.1)
(3,2)
loads and moments and ,the
that
205C.22
Equilibrium exists between applied
res~lting stress distribution such
Normal Force: P = f Oy dA
A
Moment :M =! 0y ydA
4) The flange force in the sloping flange is assumed to be equal
to the flange area x the yield stress,
5) A linear moment relationship between the inflection point anp
the haunch point is assumed .
.A typical tapered haunched connection is shown in Fig 3.1.
Moment Diagraf (Mp)x
I Mp
-18
•
..
v
..) 1_"
p j
FIG 3.1 Tapered Conne~tionShowingAssumed
Moment Relati?nship
,
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Neglecting temporarily the inflUBnce efsh-ear and axial -fo-rce-s, the st-ress
distribution on section A-A is assumed to be as indicated in -Fig 3.2.
t
c
FIG 3.2 Assumed Stress Distribution at ,a
Point Within the Haunch
From the condition of equilibrium given by Eq (3.1) P = { cry ciA, the
A
location of the neutral axis can be determined. Equtlibrium of stresses
in the horizontal direction gives:
cry bt + cryw(c-t) = cry cos ~(bt)+ cry (dx - c - t) w
w(2c) = bt (cos f3 - 1) + wdx
therefore: c = dx /2 - bt/w (1 - cos (3)
... 0·3)
Once the location of the neutral axis is obtained, the magnitude of
the full plastic moment can be determined from Eq (3.2) where
M =f cry yciA
A
From the results given inEq (3.3), it ~s obvious the section can no
longer be considered to be symmetric. - An unsymmetrical section would
205C,22
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result in .an unwieldy expressionfpr the fydA which would be somewhat
laborious to compute. However, if the thickness of the lower flange
were increased by the factor l/cos f3 it can be seen that upon substituting
in the condition of equilibrium of the st,resses the neutral axis will be
found at c = dx /2. The magnitude of the full plastic moment is then
Mp = 2 cry Jd/ 2 ydA
o
J
d /2.
The integral (2. ydA) is defined as the plastic modulus,,z. This
o
takes the value of
Z = bt (dx - t) + w/4 (dx - 2t)2 (3,4)
. where "t" is the thickness of the top flange, the thickness of the bottom
flange is taken as t/cos~, The value of the plastic moment is then
expressed as:
Mop = cry Z
..
It is obvious that the above results are very similar to those
obtained for members having parallel flanges. For any required value
of the plastic modulus a thickness of flange, II til , can be obtained, It
is then only necessary to increase the thickness of the sloping flange
by the factor l/cos~. For small values 01 f3 there is only a small
difference in the thickness of the flanges, However, for larger values
there will be a marked influence noticed,
3.3 MODIFICATION DUE TO INFLUENCE OF AXIAL THRUST
Since portions of haunched connections adjacent to and extensions
of the column may be under the influence of axial load, it is necessary
to consider the reduction of the plastic moment due to the axial load
at full plastification of t.he cross-section. .The assumptions and
-21
condi.tions outlined in sectiop2 of this chapter \l7i.11 be followed.
_I..
t
t/cos(3
~=lIYa +-
'----- '§§
I ~----
FIG .3.3 Stress Distribution Considering
Moment and Axial Force
In the stress distri.but.ion shown in Fig 303, there is yield stress
over the full cross-sectiono The axi.al t.hrust is resisted by a port.ion
of the cross,-sectioD. If the axial thrust is assumed to be carried by
a small a~ea of web located near the centroid of the section, it is quite
simple to compute the magnitude of this area as:
Aa = Ploy = wYa
It is then necessary that the bending moment be carried by the
(3.6)
remaining portion of the cross-section. Hence, it is now ne,cessary to
subtract from the theoretical plastic moment as computed in section 2,
the bending resistance of the web area carrying the axial force. This
bending resistance is taken as
Mwa = 0y Za ... (3.7)
•205C.22
where Za =
2
wYa
4
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Hence, ·the modified plastic moment Mpc is
Mpc = Mp - Mwa . .. (3.8)
This can readily be computed from the axial f!Jrces present in the frame.
Using the approach considered in Reference 2 to show the negligible
influence of axial load on ~ost rigid frame~, we first aqsume the general
~...
section shown in Fig 3.4.
(' 1-·--=-b~1
ht/cost3 = AF/2cosf3
FIG 3.4 Cross Section Showing Assumed Dimensions
Within the Haunch
·Assuming next the stress distribution shown in Fig 3.. 3, we can
compute from Eq (3.1) the magni tude of the axial force.
.
P = { CJy dA = CJy wYa
A
However, since Py = CJy (Aw) + CJy (.Af/2) + CJy cos ~ (Af/2cos ~ )
= CJy (Aw + Af)
Then:
=
wy,a
Aw + Af
= A:Y;;;;;.a.--:~_~~_
dw (1 +.Af/Aw ) .... (3.9)
We can now use the assumed stress distribution of Fig 303 and
Eq (302) to give
-23
=
2
(d/2
1 cry ydA
Ya/ 2
2
cry [1/2AF dF + 1/4 Aw dw - wt
a
.. J
However, the plastic moment neglecting axial force is:
Mp = cry (1/2 AFdF + 1/4 Awdw)
Heiice~
Mpc _
Mp -
1/2 AFdF + 1/4 Awdw - wYa~/4
1/2 AFdF + 1/4 Awdw
Ya21 -
dw2 (1 + 2AFdF )
Awdw
/
Now solving Eq (309) for Ya.~nd substituting in Eq(30l0) the following
expression is obtained.
Mpc =
Mp
1 -
2 2(P/Py ) (1 + AF/Aw)
(1 + 2 AFdF/Awdw), .. 0 (3011)
A similar interaction equation can be obtained for the case of
the neutral axis in the flange. The resulting equation obtained is
~=
Mp
2 d/dw
1 + (1 +
It was stated in Reference 2 that for most rolled wide-flange
sections the average values ofdF/dw and d/dw can be taken as
•
d/dw = 10 10
..
It is believed that these same assumptions can be used with regard to
the built-up section of the haunch without too great an error resulting
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,
since the increase in depth and thick,ness of flange required will be
..
somewhat proportional, Hence, these values can. be. subs ti tuted in
Eqs (3.11) and (3.12) and the follQwingcurve obtaine,d. (Fig 3.5)
r---= 2
r---= 1
A
r--- F=O
.Aw
= 4---J
Ap
~= 3---J
1,0
0 . .5
1
•
..
1,0
FIG 3.5 Axial Force- Moment Interaction Curves
This is the identical interact.ion curve presented in Reference 2
for members having parallel flanges. Therefore, the problem ofax.ial
force can be handled i.n t.he same manner for haunched connections as it
.......
is for rolled sections. For cases where the ax.ial force, P, is less
,205C.22 -25
f.
•
•
y
•
•
than O.15Py the effect of axial force can be neglected. For values
ofP greater than O.15Py the interaction curves of Fig 3.5 can be used
with the appropriate value of the ratio of flange area to web area.
If the haunch web thickness is maintained the same as the adjacent
rolled section then <:>bviously the effect of the axial force on the haunch
.will not be as critical as its effect on the adjacent rolled section.
3.4.. MODIFICATION DUE TO INFLUENCE OF SHEAR
Since more web area is availa~le in haunched connections the mag-
nitude of the shearing stresses within the haunch will be less' than those
in the rolled section. However, the force in the sloping f,lange influences
'"
the magnitude of the shear force and it is desirable to examine the in-
fluence of the sloping flange upon the shear and then to determine the
effect of the resulting shearing stresses upon the plastic moment .
The following assumptions will be made:
1) The stress distribution shown in Fig 3.6 will be
used
2) Mises yield conditio~ applies (Reference 21)
3) Web carries the shearing force
20SC.22
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•
a
inflection
~~
C1bt cry tan .~
Section A-A
•
•
FIG 3.6 Geometry and Assumed Stress
Distribution on Tapered ~ee
From the stress distribution shown in Fig 3.6, the plastic moment
will be
., where Cl reduction coefficient .for the normalstres~esI
205C.22
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The resultant shearing force becomes
bt tan
• Hence, the shearing stress, T, from assumption (3) becomes:
i = v - bt ClOy tan 6dx w
gives
Applying .assumption (2) we have
2 _ C· 2 2 + 3~ 20y - 1 Oy. •
substituting the expression obtained for T in Eq (3.13)
Oy2 = C120y2 + d~2w2 (V ~ bt ClOy tan 6)2
Noting that V is approximately equal to Mp/a + xWhefe (a +x) is
the distance from the section in question to the assumed inflection point,
we obtain
2Oy =
..
sUbstituting for Mp , we obtain
2 2 2 '. 2 2Oy = ClOy + ~/dx w (ClOy
Z
(a + x) (.).)2- bt'i.Cl Oy tan I-'
Now solving for the constant IlCl" we have
1
(Z/a:+ x - bt tan 6)2dx w
3
2 ·21 +
Cl 2 =
•
Hence: 1
(3.14) .31 + d 2 2 (z/a + x .. bt tan 13)2
.x w
.FromEq(3.l4) it can be seen that when 6 = 0 we obtain the expression
for a be~ with parallel flanges. It is common practice to ignore the
infJuence of shear on ~he bending s~~ength of beams. (2) The term
3
d Z;2x
(: + x)2 is in most cases very small in .mag~~tude~
.As the angle 6 is increased in tapered connections, the term
3/dk2w2 (Z/a + x- bt tan 6)2 becomes even smaller than that obtained
..
•,"
..
..
"
..
•
'-.
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for a beam with parallel flanges. Hence, it can be seen that the influence
of shear is even of less consequence in tapered connections than it is\
in prismatic sections. Thus within the tapered po~tionof the knee it
can be concluded th,at the influence of shear on the maximum bendfng'
strength can be ~rgLected.
,3.5 LOCATION OF CRITICAL SECTION IN THE HAUNQg
Due to the sloping flange there is a continuous change in the
plastic modulus along the haunch. Hence, the location of the most
critical section must be found. As an assumption of the most critical
loading ana nau~ched knee, a linear moment will be assumed between the
haunch and inflection point as shown in Fig 3.7
t
t/cosr>- x ~__---=a=------_~
FIG 3.7 Tapered Knee and Assumed Moment Diagram
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It
•
First, equating the moment at any point to the plastic moment,
we obtain,
Mpr
a (a + x) = Oy Z
OyZr ( 1 + x/a) = . Oy [bt (d-t+ x tan ~)
+ w/4 (d-2t + x t~n ~)2)
... (3.16)
4Zr x
- dZ(b-w) (1 +i )
b '4Z
- ,_. r (1 + x/a)b-x (b:"tyrJ' . .
(3.15)
x :2 b
- tan~) --d b-w
4Zr /b-w
1 -V~-w
2
1 + x/ d tan .~ - J(1 +
d-Vi(b/b-W)
t
t r
t =
2
then:
Therefore, since
solving this equation for t
d + x tan ~ - V(d+X tan ~)2
• ! .(3.17)
•
In the above expression the values of d, b, w, andZr are for the
rolled section at the end of the haunch. Some va~ues of the parameters
used in Eq (3.17) are indicated in.Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1
MEMBER 4Zr/d2 (b-w) b/b".w
36WF230 0.186 1.05
30WF108 0.156 1.055
24WF100 0.162 1. 04,
l4WF 30 0.152 1.04
·8 B 13 b.188 1.06,
Taking the values indicated above for the 24WF100 as an indication
of .a typical connection having proportions such that a = 3.26dand the
•
distance from the outside corner to the rolled section is 4d, we obtain
the results shown in Fig 3.8.
..
•
•
..
20se .,:22
• 24WF100
o l4WF30
+ 3,6WF230
-30
d 2d
bistance "x" along tb,e haunch
3d
•
FIG 3.8 Variation in Required Flange Thickness
Along the Haunch
These proportions were chosen to simulate the actual geometry in
,a rigid frame. A shorter length of "a" would ;result ina higher shear
force which ,does not no~ally occur ina frame. It is obvious that by
increasing the length "a", the moment gradient is not as steep; therefore,
our proportions seem reasonable.
In Fig 3.8 is plotted the ratio of haunch flange thickness t~ the
rolled section flange thickness versus the distance along the haunch
•205C.22 -31
•
for various degrees of slope of the compression flange. Fig 3.8 indicates
that for values of ~ less t.han approximately 120 , the greatest increase
in haunch flange thickness is at the int.ersection of the sloping flanges.
Hence, the most criti.cal section within the haunch is located at. that
point. When ~ is approximately 120 the increase in flange thickness
is nearly uniform along the haunch. The entire haunch is then critical.
".
As ~ is increased the critical point converges to the extrem~ties of the
haunch at. its intersection with the rolled beam.
As another me~ns of illustrating the effect of increasing the angle
between the flanges, a plot of furnished plastic modulus vs Mlay will be
made along the haunch.of a typical connection for various values of ~.
The effective thi.ckness of the flanges withip the haunch will be main-
tained the same as those of the adjacent rolled section. To accomplish
this the sloping flange will be increased by the factor llcos ~.
Fig 3.9 clearly indicates that t.he critical angle of the sloping
flange is approximately 120 • At. thi.s slope the haunch wi.ll be uniformly
at the plastic condition. When the angle ~ is less, than 120 the full
piastic condition will only occur at the haunch intersection. When ~
ois greater than 12 , t.he plastic hinge forms only at the intersection
of beam and haunch .
•205C.22
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Z furn.ished
~.
•
•
M/ay
Inflection oint
a
Z f"Urn.ish~d
•
•
FIG.3.9 Variation in Plastic Modulus
The maximum deviation, t:,.Z, between. the required and the plastic
modulus at t~e midpoint of the haunch when f3 is critical can. be determined
in the following manner .
••
205C.22
Zo
FIG 3.10 Haunch Geometry to Find Deviation
in Plastic Modulus
d
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If we assume that the effective thickness of the haunch f,lange is
the same as that of the adjacent. rolled section, then (Fi.g 3,10)
..
•
,6z Zl + Zo2 (3.18)
• ,where ~l and Zo are the required plastic modulus at the extremeties due
to the assumed linear moment,
2 2
,6z = bt(d~t) + w/4 (d-2t) + bt~dl -t) + w/4 edl -2t)
2
b d + dlt (-~2- (d + dl-t) - w/4 2
since "t" is small compared to "d" and "dl" we will neglect ito
(3,19 )
Therefore: [
22~ ~ w/8 d + dl
D.Z;; w/16 (d l _d)2
(3.20)
(3,21)
However,_ dl ~ d + s sin ~
where "s" is the length of the compression flan,ge.
Therefore: .6z = w/16 s2 sin2,~ (3,22)
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The result of
d 2u
dZ 2 has been
•
•
•
..
..
This d~viation is from 1 to 5% of the plastic modulus of the rolled
section. Hence, the deviation is even a smaller per~entage at the mid-
point of the haunch.
3 ;-6 PROBLEM OF COMPRESSION FLANGE BUCKLING OF TAPERED KNEES
3.6.1 Differential Equations of Buckling and Their Application
The basic differential equations of buckling as presented
in Reference 22 are used in the solution of the problem of the
lateral buckling of the compression flange of haunched connections.
The three variables involved are the deformation of the shear
center (u and v) and th~ rotation of the cross-section -about the
shear center, (0). The resulting equations are t~ee simultan-
eous differential equations inu, v, and 0.
. 1
linearizing by replacing the curvature by R =
shown by Timoshenko(~3) to hold extremely well even for large
deformations.
The following assumptions are made:
1) The cross-section at any point in the. haunch is
idealized with regard to buckling behavior. It
is assumed the bottom flange buckles independent
of the other component parts of the section, out
of the plane of bending. The effect of the web
restraint is neglected (Fig 3.11).
2) The compression flange is assumed to have a uniform
stress distribution corresponding to the yield
stress over its cross-section and the entire portion
is assumed in the strain-hardeni.ng state.
3) The compression flange is simply supported at the
extremit~es and common intersection point due to the
formation of the plastic hinges at those points •
••
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4) Th~ shear center coincides with the centroid
due to symmetry of the flange.
5) The warping rigidity is equal to zero (Elw = 0)
6) Buckling in the plane of bending is prevented.
Hence, it is pqssible to reduce the number of
,differential equations to two.
Therefore, the resulting, two equations are:
d0 2 du dv
d
z
(GKr - Pro) + P(d'
z
Yo - dz ,Xo)= 0
d2u +d,2
z
Elw
d30
dz3
L- [ u + 0yJ= 0Elxx ~ ... (3.23)
where
= Xo + Yo +
k .. + I yy
A
... (3 .. 24)
compression
flange \ t
y
f1
-:J ----4.... X
-I
,
FIG 3.11 Idealized Cross-Section for Buck1i.ng Behavior
The simplifications made possible due to the coincidence
, .
of the shear center and centroid, and the ~ssumptionsas to
the warping rigidity and yielding, introduce considerable
simplicity into the differential equations. Hence, the equations
become,
iu?+
z
P
EIxx
u = 0 ... (3.25)
•
... (3.26)
••
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Eq(3~25) yields the following solution for the assumed boundary
conditions .
•
. .. p.27)
where ~. is the allowable unsupported length of the compression
flange of the haunch.
In the inelastic range the theoretical stress at which .bi-
furcation of equilibrium will occur is characterized by the tangent
modulus stress.(22)
Hence,
I 2(s/rxx) = •.. (3.28)
Therefore, when the strain along the compressive flange
approaches the strain-hardening range, we can determine the critical
buckling length of the haunch. For A..,7 steel i~ the stra-ih-hardened
statce (which represents the most critical case) the stress and
tangent modulus become cry and Est ._respectively.
Therefore, we may now express Eq (3.28) as
,ff§Q
s: / r xx = :J( V33 = 16. 5 . .. (3.29)
However, noting that rxx for the compression flange caR be taken
as
b
= \fI2
.when it is fabricated from a plate, we can now. express the
critical unsupported length of the
b
scr = 16.5 '/IT = 4.8b
compression flange as
..:,;~.~
.,. (3,31)
InEq (3.26) it is evident that for a non-trivial so1ution,
•205C.22
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•
. 2s~nce ro .=
GK - pro
2
= 0
I xx + I yy
A
p.32)
3
.and Kr"" bt /3
we obtain 3
G bt /3 = 0y (bt3/l2 + tb3/l2)
G bt3/3 = 0y bt/12 (t2 + b2)
G = oy/4 (1 + b2/t2 )
therefore:
-1
•
or
,b
t
= V4G' -1
0y ... (3 .• 33)
2400 ksiobserving that G~ i::
b = \/4(2400)
t ~ 33 1 = 17.3 ... (3.34)
..
Equation (3.34) is identical except for the (-1) with an
expression presented in Reference 4 for local flange buckling.
It can be seen from Eq (3.26) that this result is obtained
independently of the boundary conditions.
3.6.2 Refinement of Critical Buck1ingLengt~
One of the assumptions as to the strain-hardened state of the
compressive flange is no longer valid when the angle ~ is larger
than 12°. It was pointed out earlier that the plastic hinge would
not form in the haunch, but in the adjacent rolled section. Hence,
the compression flange would not be uniformly strain-hardened along
2G5C.22 -38
• its length. Rather a combination of elastic and strain-hardened
..
zones will be present. Since yielding ,will start to spreaq from
the ends of the haunches, the bending stiff~ess of theertdover a
1.0
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s EoI
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FIG 3.12 Theoretical Curves of Slenderness
~ Ratio VS Extent ·of Strain-Hardening Zone
••
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length Il is reduced to Est I. The bending .stiffness of the
elastic portion is then given by EI. The solution ofa column
strain-hardened on .one end and elastic on the other is given in
-39
Reference 24. A curve of rvs sjrxx can be plotted similar to
•
•
..
those in Reference 5. Th~s curve along with those in .Reference 5
are plotted in Fig 3.12.
If we now assume that the strain-hardened zone extends from
the Junction of haunch and rolled section, where the plastic hinge
forms, to the point where the moment furnished is equal to the yield
moment (Fig .3.13) we can .obtain an allowable sib ratio when the
angle 13' is increased .
fS= strain-hardened zone
FIG 3.13 Extent of Strain-Hardened Zone Within
Tapered Knee
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Hence, equating the yield moment of the section ata distance
x, to the applied moment we obtain:
~ .. (3.35)
Since the angle ~ will be greater than 120 , the effective h~unch
flange thickness will .be maintained equal to that of:the adjac~nt
rolled section. We then obtain:
(3.36)
,We can now assume values of ~ and obtain the critical Sir from
Fig 3.12. If we now make the assumption that d ~ 2b a~d substitute
these values in the above equation we obtain the curves shown in
Fig 3.14.
•
1.0
\ 0.5
Moment Mpr
H
Angle "13"
Curves Showing Variation in Strain-Hardening ,ZoneVS ~
•
13
FIG 3.14
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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•
•
These curves indicate that for various m~ment gradients a
very small change in the angle 13 will decrease the length of the
strain-hardened zone drastically. This then .allows us an increase
in the critical buckling length of the compression flange. In
Eq (3.36) the depth of the web and the distance between the centroids
of the flange was assumed equal. Different ratios ofAF/Aw appear
to have little if any effect ~pon the results obtained.
The reason for the apparent behaVior indicated in Fig 3.14
is that the yield moment furnished by the haunch increases approx-
imately at the same rate along the baundlas -the appli~d momev.t.
3.6.3 Increasing the CriiticalBuckling Lengthwhen§ :== 120 by
Controlling the Strains
•
Now consider the problem of increasing the unsupported length
without increasing the angle 13. Thi~ can be accomplished by
increasing the haunch flange thickness in .order that the strain
can be kept within limits so that a greater sir may be permitted in
the !compression flange. At 13 =12 0 in order to assure that E reaches
Est, the critical sir of the compression flange between points land
2 is given by
sir = 16.5 ... (3.37)
•
if treated as a column free to bend about axis y-y, but supported
by the web against bending about x-x .
••
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y
VI/I//I/II 111 x=.-
Iy
Section A-A
.FIG 3.15 Tapered Knee and Idealized Buckling .Section
An average large haunch may require a haunch length such that
air = 50. Hence, the problem is to increase the allowable sir to 50
solely by increasing the haunch flange thickness to control the
strains in the compression flange.
If we use the assumption that the flange acts as a column,
. and apply the results obt~ined in .Reference 25 for a member with
welding residual stresses, we qbtain the results shown by the solid
line- in Fig 3.16.
In order to control the strain sufficiently so that the
allowable sir = 50, means that the nominal .stress in-the flange
cannot be greater tha~0.70 Oy, or
crc - 0.70 0y (3,38)
205C.22
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Member with
welding residual
\
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FIG 3.16 Column Curves for Members With
Welding Residual Stresses
..
16.5 50 100
L/r
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•
Consider the behavior of the haunch if bending moment only
is acting. ~fwe assume thu~ Mp is reached when the flange yields
(Fig ,3.17), then the moment expression corresponding to Eq (3.38)
is approximately
M = 0.70Mp (3.39)
where Mp is the plastic moment capacity of a clRoss-sectionof the
haunched connection .
•
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1.0
~
0.5
_______Od&. __· _
..
•
Rotation
FIG 3.17 Assumed Moment-Rotation CUrve
The resulting stress distribution for the moment alone is
shown in Fig 3.l8a .
•
0.7 cry
(a)
FIG 3.18
(b)
Assumed Stress
~0.7a~
(c)
Distribution
As the flange area increases, P/Py decreases. Therefore we
will assume
P/Py < 10%
205C.22
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For an elastic cross-section the strain and stress due to the
•
•
axial force is uniformly distributed across the section (Fig 3.l8b).
Thus
l:::. 0 = 0.10
Consequently, to tontrol the stress at 0.70 oythe moment capacity
must be limited to correspond to a fiber stress of 0.6oy . Thus
Mp = 1. 67 M (3 . 40)
The required plastic modulus in the hau~ch must therefore be
increased by 67% to achieve sir = 50.
we see that "Z"
must also be increased by 67%. If we maintain the same web area
obtained prior to this'·increase inZ; we obtain
1.67Z= 1/24FxdFx + 1/4 Aw4w ... (3.41)
•
where AFx is the required flange are~ and dFx the distance between
the centroids of the flanges.
or 1.67Z = dwAw [ AFx dFx ~J-'-'- +2 Aw dw
But, dwAw [~ dF i]Z = 2 Aw dw +
substituting for Z in Eq (3.42) we obtain
AFx dFx A:F dF
,Aw' dw = 1. 67 Aw + 0.33dW-
· .. ,(3,42)
· .. (3.43)
· .. (3.44)
In the above equations AF and Aw are obtained by designing
" .¥
the haunch by plastic analysis. A . that dFssum~ng
,dw
205C.22
and substitutin~ one qbtains
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•
• or
1.67
AF
. +Iv 0.32
1.67 AF + 0.32 Aw . .. (3.45)
For tapered knees with sir = 50, the AF/Aw ratio o.btained for
a haunch prop~rtioned by plastic analysis will vary between 0.75 to
1.0. Considerirrg---ctre ~ritb:at·c·ase, a value of AF/Aw = 0.75 will be
used.. Substituting inEq (3.45)
= 1.67 bt + 0.32btx . 0.75bt
t x = 2.lt ... (3.46)
•
Hence,- we obtain an increase.of approximately 110% ,when sir = 50.
Assuming the relationship in Fig 3.16 is linear between sir =
16.5 and sir = 50, a design check.using linear interpolation will be
made to find the required flange thickness for sir 50. When sir
= 16.5; (sib = 4.8), 6t = 0, and when sir = 50; (s/b~14.'8), f:::.t = 1.1.
Therefore 1.1 = K (14.8 - 4.8)
Hence
K 0.11
Hence, for a given sib the percent increase in t required is
f:::.t = 0.11 (sib - 4.8) (3.47)
The required thickness of the tension and compression flange
is then
(1+6t) ccos~ t = 2t ... (3.48)
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• .We can now. check .our procedure by applying the results to a
• connection previously tested and reported in Reference 10. (Haunched
connection for a gable frame)
sib =
•
Hence,
65 = 10
6.5
t =0,.11 (10 - --4~8) = {).572
t c = (1.·572) t'cos 100 = 1.59 t
..
•
•
or Cz = L 59
CZused = 1. 50
Properties of Connections
s = 65 in
b = 6.5 in
13 90 44'
t 13/16 in
This connection almost failed to achieve enough strength and
considerable lateral buckling of the compression flange was in
evidence at the end of the test. A considerable portion of plastic
rotation occurred in the haunch. In view of the above comp~rison
with a test, the procedure is conservative.
If it is undesirable to increase the haunch flange thickness,
and this may well be the case because of the undesirable welding
features that occur with thick plates, an increase in the radius
of gyration could be obtained by either increasing the flange
width, b, or by using a channel type member for the compression
flange as is indicated in Fig 3.19. Additional bracing could
also be incorporated to prevent large unsupported lengths .
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FIG 3.19 Possible Types of Compression Flanges
3,7 REINFORCEMENT IN THE KNEE
There are several requirements that are imposed ona knee by the
applied forces and moments; These requirements are:
1) The knee must re~ist the unbalance of the inside flange
forces.
2) The knee must resist any serious shear deformation.
3) The bit of any axially loaded components must be less
than 17 in order that local buckling will not occur.
The plate joining the po~ntof intersection of the two outside
I
flanges of the haunch with that of the two inside flanges is referred
to as a diagonal stiffener. The method of analysis that follows is an
approximate means of determining its required area. The assumptions
made in the development of the method are:
1) The compression flanges transmit a flange force of
magnitude = 0y AF~ (This is true for haunches whose
angle 13 < 120 and a very close apprp-ximation for angles
larger than 120 ) •
2) The component of the flange force passing through the
intersection of the two outside flanges and the two inside
flanges must be resisted by a" diagonal stiffener and a
strip of.web of the same width as the stiffener thickness.
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The assumptions made are probably somewhat severe. However, in
a previopsly tested connection,(15) the diagonal stiffener was observed
to yield, even though thicker thanrrquired, when proportioned by the
method presented in Reference 3. Consequently, it seemed desirable to
attempt another method of proportioning the knee reinforcement.
In a haunched connection, as shewn in Fig 3.20, where the girder
intersects the column at right angles, the resulting force,.P, acting
on the diagonal stiffener is
P = . .. (3.49)
..
..
t3l
However, Fi
obtain
FIG 3.20 Forces Acting on Diagonal Stiffener of
Tapered Knee
cry AFi and ~or t~e case of symmetry where ~l ~ ~2 we
The required stiffener area is then
P
As = ~y
... (3.50)
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since the width .0£ the stiffener is maintained equal to the flange width,
the required thickness is
. .. (3.-51)
•
.where t c is the thickness of the compression flange~
For connections proportioned such that the girder intersects the
column at an angle greater than 900 we can obtain from Fig 3.2l·the
resulting force acting on the diagonal stiffener .
Fl
//''-p
F2
FIG 3.21 Forces on Stiffener ina Gable Frame Knee
Hence, P = Fl sin (450 - a2 - 9/2) + F2 sin (450 - a1 - 9/2~
... (3.52)
Noting that F1 and F2 from assumption (1) are
Fl = 0y AF1
F2- 0y AF2
..
•
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For the case of ~1 = ~2 we obtain by substitution
P = (Py AF1 + ay AF2) sin (450 - P - Q/2)
The required stiffener area is found from the expression
As = Play
As = (AF1 + .AF2 sin (450 - ~ - Q/2)
If the compression flanges in the haunch are of equal width,
the required thickness is then expressed as
-51
t s = (t1 + t2) sin (450 - ~ - Q/2). ".' (3.53)
..
It is 'recognized that the assumptions leading to the aboveexpxessions
are arbitrary in nature .
. Similarly, the stiffeners at the limits of the knee may be designed
to take the unbalance of the flange force due to the sudden change in
direction. Again, the flange force can be considered as the yield
strength of the flange. Hence, we obtain as the required stiffener
area
... (3.54)
If the stiffeners are all made the same width as the flange, the required
stiffener: thickness is
t s :: t sin l3 ... (3.55)
To prevent the possibility of web buckling and the presence of high
shear stresses in the web, we should always maintain the web thickness
at least as thick as that of the a~joining rolled sections.
As previously stated the knee must be able to resist any serious
shear deformation that might occur under the imposed loading. The
205C.22 -52
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following is anapprcximate analysis which enables us to determine the
required web thickness of the haunch to prevent such deformation from
occurring. Normally, shear stiffening will not be required in haunched
knees because the web is so deep. However, it is desirable to determine
the effect of shear on the knee.
The stresses in the portal knee bounded by the points ABCD as
indicated in Fig 3.22 are found by making the following simplifying
assumptions:
1) The bending .moment at the sectionAB results in the
full plastic flange force in the flanges.
2) The shear force, V, is resisted by the web arid the
vertical component of the force in the sloping flange.
3) The normal force, P, is neglected.
.4) Stress concentrations are not considered.
5) Restraint due to bending of individual flange elements
is neglected.
C B
d
•
FIG .3.22 Portal Frame Knee
Taking into account the above assumptions, the forces and stresses
are applied to the knee as shown in Fig 3.23 .
. 205C. 22
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cr bt
Y
v- cry bt tan [3
.____.crybt
~ cos [3
'r 1 I~
I~
I~
'r 2 I~
_____ J~
-.;:-- ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ I
Forces and Stresses onKuee Web
d
FIG 3.23
•
Considering first the problem of a symmetric knee and computing
the shea~ stresses; 'r, on the web panel we obtain
•
=
0 ybt
'rl wd
'r2 cr.,Ybt (V - 0 ybt tan §) 0 ybt 'Sin@=
wd wd wd cos~
cry bt-V
wd
... (3.56)
... (3.57)
However, 'rl,' is always greater than 'r2' and increases in magnitude
as ~ increases. It is important in connections that yielding due to
shear forces does not occur in the unstiffened web of the knee. Such
yielding can cause large shearing deformation to occur. This deformation
will be assumed to occur under the action of pure shear of the magnitude
'rl. This will result ina more conservative relationship than is the
actual case. Considering the Henecky-von Mises stress theory, the web
will yield when the maximum shear stress equals
... (3.58)
•
Therefore,we can substitute this value for 'r into Eq(3.56), and
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obtain the following expression for the required web thickness:
VTht
. wr = --d . ,. (3,59)
If we consider the case where dissimilar rolled shapes are used
such that symmetry is not evident in the knee, the most critical section
must be analyzed,
If the haunch is found to be deficient in web thickness when
Eq (3,59) is applied, the extra web thickness required can be obtained
with doubler plates, or by providing a diagonal stiffener, We can
compute the required diagonal stiffener area by considering the excess
flange force as taken by the stiffener through truss action,
For portal frame knees as indicated in Fig 3,24.we can obtain the
d
•
FIG 3.24 Tapered Knee with Diagonal Stiffener
to Resist Shearing .Deformation
required stiffener area as
wd + bts
IT Vi
Therefore,
wd(3)(2
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Hence, the stiffener thickness becomes
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• ts = ... (~.60)
!
•
in the above expression tt ::: thickness of the tension flange, and "d"
is the minimum depth .at the haunch intersection.
A similar approach can be used in determining the r~quiredweb
thickness due to shear in haunched knees used in gabled frames. By using
the simplifying assumptions that·were used for a square knee, we can obtain
the forces and stresses applied to the knee as indicated in Fi~. 3.25.
FIG 3.25 Forces and Stresses on Gable Frame Knee
TIle computed shearing streSses, T, on the web panel be:cpme,
1"1 = ~wh
~ sin (900 - ~ - Q)cos~
... (3.61)
•
... (3.62)
. Again T.1 is always greater than T2, and increases in magnitude as
205C.22 -56
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!3 increases. Therefore,. we will consider· the shearing deformation to
occur under a pure shear of magnitude ~l. Using the constant octahedral
shearing stress theory, the web will yield when the shear stress reaches
the value
Substituting this value in .Eq (3.61) we obtain
D bt
h
where h ...is taken as shownin.Fig 3.25.
..• (3.58)
... (3.63)
If the web of the haunch is found to be deficient in thickness, we
can .again find the equivalent stiffener required to prevent serious
shear deformation from occurring by noting that the stiffener must
again take the unbalance in force at the outside corner (Fig 3.26).
FIG 3.26 Forces Acting on Stiffener
Hence,we obtain from Fig 3.26 equilibrium of forces as follows:
•
•
where
2 (cry At ~ ~y wh) cos ~ = cry bt s
~y = cry/V3 and h = dl/tan~
205C,22
Therefore:
2 (Oy bt t - ~VI
t s = 2t t cos't -
wdj _\ cos j = 0
tan;9J y
2wdl cos 2't
I./T b sin't
-57
... (3.64)
•
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3.8 DESIGN PROCEDURE AND EXAMPLES
. Initially, the moments and forces present in.a rigid frame should
be determined by one of the plastic methods of analysis. The angle, /3,
between the straight. and sloping flange should be selected. The haunched
connection can then be designed in the following manner:
~) ,Select the general proportions of the connection; i.e., the
distance between the outside corner and the inEersection of
haunch with rolled section.
2) Obtain the size of rolled section required at the intersection
point from plastic design. The flange width and web thickness
of the haunch is made approximately equal to that of the ad-
jacent rolled section for ease in fabrication.
3) Next, determine the maximum allowable unsupported length
of the compression flange between points of lateral support
by scr = 5b. If this is exceeded, the angle 13 or the general
proportions of th.e haunch can be adjusted to fall within this
limit .. As,a .more general expression, the critical unsupported
length can be expressed as scr = 16.5 rxx,where rxx is the
radt~s of gyration in the flanges strong direction.
If a larger sir is desirable, the required ang~e of the
sloping flange that is necessary to allow this can be ob-
tained by using Figs 3.12 and 3.14. However, if the connec-
tion has fixed geometry and this is not allowed,.a permiss-
ible increase can be obtained in sib by increasing the haunch
flange thickness using Eqs (3.47) and (3.4~).
4) A minimum value of t can be obtained since the bit ratio
cannot exceed 17.
5) If the angle /3 is equal to or less than 120 , the required
plastic modulus at the common interse~tion point of the
sloping flange can be obtairied by the expression
,Zx = M/oy
Since the depth and width .of the haunch is known at this
point, the required thickness of the outside flange can be
. ..
-.
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determined from the expression2bt(dx-t) + w/4 (dx - 2t) = Zx
Hence: V 2
dx - dx (~)-
t = b-w
2
44X
b-w
it
In no case make the haunch flanges thinner than adjacent
rolled sections.
6) Increase the thickness of the compression flange by the
factor l/cos ~.
7) If the angle .B is greater than 120 , make the tension flange
the same thickness as the adjacent rolled sect\on.
8) To determine the influence of axial thrust, compute the
ratio P/Py, where Py is the yield strength of the section.
If this is less than 0.15, no modification i?..ne.!:essary.
However, if the ratio is greater than 0.15, the reduced
plastic moment, Mpc , can be obtained from the. interaction
curves of Fig 3.5.
9) For rectangular portal frame knees, the thickness of the
diagonal stiffener can be obtained from Eq (3.51). For
gable frame knees, the required stiffener thickness is
obtained from Eq (3.53).
10) The stiffeners at the limits of the knee can be propor-
tioned by using Eq'(3.55).
11) The minimum.web thickness required to prevent excessive
Sh¢ar deformation in rectangular portal frame knees is
obtained fromEq (3.59). If the required web thickness
is greater than that furnished, the required stiffener
thickness can be obtained from .Eq (3.60). For gable
frames Eq (3.63) gives the required web thickness. If
this is deficient the required stiffener thickness is
obtained from Eq (3.64).
Design Examples:
Let us first consider the design of a huanched knee for a single
span rectangular portal frame (Fig 3.27).
-.
•
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~ 60 in ~I~ 62.1 kips
kips
24.04in
l8WF60
36 . .5 in
Properties l8WF60
d = 18.25 in
b = 7.588 in
t = 0.695 in
w = 0.416 in
Z = 122.6 in3
A = 17.64 in2
FIG 3.27 Sketch of Tapered Knee for Rectangular Portal Frame
It is assumed that the general proportions of the connection were
selected and a plastic analysis made from which the plastic moment
value at poi.nt "A" was obtained. .We can then select the required
size .of rolled secti.onat that point and proceed with the detailed
design of the haunch. (F,ig 3.27).
From step (3), the maximum allowable unsupported l~ngthbetween
points A and B is
<: 5bScr
= .5 (7.588) = 38 in
,The actual length between points A and B is
s = 36.5/cos 120 = 37.5 in
20SC022 -60
Step (4) states that the minimum thickness of the compression flange
is
tmin = b/17 =
7.S88
17
Since the angle ~ = 120 the plastic moment must also be resisted
at point B. Hence, the required plastic modulus at B is
Z = M/Gy =
6201 (36.S - 2.9) + 4040
33
=
The required thickn.ess
24.04 -
t =
the tension flan e is then.
24 042 (7.S88
o 7.S88
2
24004-22.S
= 2
1. 60 80
-2- = 00 in
By step (6) the compression. flange is increased by the factor
l[cos~. Hence, the thickness of the bottom flange is
t = 0.80/cos~ = 0.812 in
Obtaining the ratio P/Py to determtne if a modification due to
the axial load is necessary, we obtain
pip =y
62.1
33 x 17.64 = 0.107 < O. lS
Therefore, we can neglect the influence of. the axial thrust since the
ratio would always be smaller for the haunch portion of the knee.
Obtaining the required thickness of the diagonal stiffener by
'. step (9) yields,
t s = 2ti sin (4So - 13-)~
t s = 2(0.812) sin 33
0
,
0.87 in
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Similarly, the thickness of the stiffeners located at the end of
the knee can be found from step (10)
t s 0.812 sin 8
= 0.812 (0.208) = 0.169 in
Checking for the required web thickness for shear we obtain
from step (ll)
\~3 (70588)(0.695)
= v~ 26.15 = 0.35 in <..0.416 in
A second example will illustrate the procedure. required when
designing knees for gable frames ..We will again assume that the
general proportions of the connection were selected (Fig 3.28) and
that the adjacent rolled sections were chosen such that a plastic
hing~ would format the intersection of ~olled section and haunch.
in
\ ~O. 7 kips
, \)---- 30.7 kips
1900.in-kips
'--- 12WF40
Section Properties 12WF40
A - ..11 . 77 . in2 .
d = 11.94 in
b = 8.0 in
t = 0.516 in
w =,0 •.294 .in
Z = 57.6 in3
•
•
FIG 3.28 Sketch of Tapered Knee for Gable Frame
/
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The haunch web will be made from 5/1611 plate and the width of· the
haunch flanges will be maintained the same as those of the adjacent
rolled section,
The maximum allowable unsupported length of the compression flange
without increasing its thickness by Eq (3.49) is:
scr - 5b
= 5(8) = 40 in
Therefore the general proportions as shown are acc~ptable.
The minimum thickness of the compression flange is given by step (4)
tmin = b/17 = 8/17 = 0.47 in
Again the angle ~ is less than 120 ; hence) the plastic hinge must
also form at pointB. Solving for the required plastic modulus, we
•
•
oQtain
z
=
30.7 (39,4 - 3.5) + 1900
33
Hence) the re'quired thickness of the outside
t- 18,89 - ~8.892 (~-.294)
2
flange of the haunch is.
4(91)
8-0,294
18,89-17,9
2 0.5 in 0.516 in
•
Therefore, the haunch flanges must have a minimum thickness equal to
that of the adjacent rolled section, Increasing the compression
flange by the factor l/cos~ as given in.step (6» we obtain
t c = 0.5l6/cos lpo = 0.525 in
Next) we determine the ratio P/Py so as to obtain the effect of
the axial load on the rolled section.
W .::
r
'.
,.
aence: P/P,y ~ 30.7/33 x 11.77
~ 0 .,079 <:: O. 15
Therefore, no tIlodi.fication is necessary due, to the axial force .J?"
The required thicJ<ness of the d;i.agonal st;iffener is obtained by
the expression
t s .::2~i sin (450 ... B ... £1/2)
t s ~ 2(0.51) si.nZ6.• 650 .
= 0.,455 1.n Use 1/2" PL
Step (10) gives us the required stiffener thickness for the
~tiffeners located at the ends of tp.? haunch, Hence ~
t s = t s:l,n B
= 0.51 {0.174)
= 0.Q.88s in requ;tred Use 1/2" PL as above
Checking the web thickness we obtain
6 b~
{j (8) (0.516)
= 14.1' = 0.506> 0.312 in
-63
Hence, the diagonal .stiffener is also need.ed to preventexe,essive
shear deformat.ion from occurring~ . The thickness required is given by,
therefore
= 2 (0.516) cos 53.350 - 2(0.312)(18,89) £os2 53,35
0
1J3- (8) sin 53,350
•
'.
..
This is smaller than that required to take the unbalance of forces
due to the .tr.ussact;i.onof tJ,le stiffeq.er.
..
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H A U NC HE D
4.1 INTRODUCTION
CON NE C T I ON S
•
•
,.
•
It is the purpose of this chapter to present a plastic method of
analysis for connections having curved inner flanges. As in the case
of the straight haunched connections, it is not possible to divorce
tpe problem entirely from that of compression flange stability.
The location .of the most critical section ,within the knee will be
computed somewhat earlier in .this chapter. It is found that this
considerably simplifies the over all problem of curved knee design •
.4.. 2 APPROACH TO APLA,STICSOLUTION
The assumptions and conditions are as follows:
1) .Plane sections remain ,plane after bending; thus the
bending strains are proportional to the ,distance
from the neutral axis.
2) The idealized stress-strain curve indicated previously
in Fig 2.1 applies, and the behavior of fibers in
bending ,is the same as those in compression and tension.
,3) ,Equilibrium between the applied loads and moments and the
resulting stress distribution exists in .order that
Normal force: P=[ cry dA ... (4.1)
. 'A
Moment: M= {cry ydA ... (4.2)
4) The force in the c~rved flange is appro~imately uniform.
along its length. (Since the depth of the haunch increases
rapidly after i3 is greater thann/8, considerable variation
is possible in the curved flange force, However, since a
plastic hinge forms within the curved portion of the knee,
the assumption should be a good apprbximation when .the plastic
moment value is reached.) .
,...
..
•
•
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A typical knee with a curved inner flange i,s shown in Fig 4.1 ~
r A
FIG 4.1 Typical Knee with Curved Inner Flange
For a Rectangular Portal Frame
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,We shall neglect the influence of axial thrust and shear in our initial
approach. These influences ,will later be introduced as modifications,
where justified, to the simple plastic bending theory.
The stress distribution on section A-A of Fig 4.1 i,s that indicated
in Fig ,4.2 .
••
20SC.22
(+)
,
(-)
FIG 4.2 Assumed Stress Distribution Within the
Curved Knee
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Due to equilibrium conditions, the sum of the horizontal forces from
Eq (4.1) is
p = f {Jy
A
Hence: cry bt + cry (c-t) w = cry cos ~ bt + cry (dx -c-t)w
Therefore, the neutral axis is located at
c = dx /2 - bt/w (1 - cos~) ... (4.3)
•
.We can again note that by increasing the thickness of the lower flange
by the factor l/cos~, we obtain a condition of symmetry as in the case
of the straight haunch. Hence, the neutral axis is now located at
c = dx /2. This is of considerable help in simplifying the unwieldy
expressions which .wouldotherwise occur. If the location of the most
critical section is near the rolled section, we can see that for small
angles of ~ there is very little if any modification necessary due to
the fact that the flanges are not -paralleL Hence, it would be possible
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to de~ign the curved haunched connecti.onas though it .were a beam with
"
parallel flanges .
Now that the neutral axis has been located, one can readily obtain
the value of the full plastic moment by using Eq. (~.2)
Therefore:
Mp = f cry ydAx
A
... (4.4)
Assuming the compressi.onflange has been increased by the factor
l/cos (3, the£' y~x defi.ned as the plastic modulus,Zx assumes the value
. ,; 2
bt (dx -t) + w/4 (dx -2t) ... (4.5)
•
..
Since the web thickness, w, and the flange width b, are usually
maintained equal to those of the adjacent rolled sections, and the
depth, dx , of the critical point is fixed by the geometry, it i.s possible
to obtain the required thickness of haunch flange.
4.3 LOCATION OF THE CRITICAL .SECTION IN .ACURVED KNEE
Itwa~ stated earlier that knowing where the criticai section is
located within.a curved knee would greatly simplify the theoretical
analysis. Hence, it is the purpose of this section to locate the
pqsitionwithin the haunch of the mOpt critical section.
As in the case of the tapered knee, a linear distribution of
moment will be assumed between the inflection point and haunch point.
Figure 4.3 indicates the general proportions of the connection .
•.20SC.22
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Inflect:i.on point
,. ':
•
FIG 4 •.3 GeD,e:t'~l P;roport:Lons of Curved Knee and
Assumed Moment Distribution
If the moment at some unknown pointwtthin the haunch is equated
to its plastic Jl1bment value, we obtain
:M.Pr (a + R sin ~) = cry Zx
a
.. , (4',6)
However, Mpr = cry Zr where Zr is the plastic modulus of adjacent rolled
sections
Hence:
~. Zr (a + R sin [3) = cry Cbt [(d-t) + R(l-cos ~~
+ w/4 [(d-2t) + R(I. - cOs [3)J. 2J
Solving for the required flange thicknes.s, we obtain:
•
•
t-
d + R(l-cos[3) -- Jd+R(1-cos(3)2
2
b
b-w ~
4Zr
a
(a+R sin(3)
b':'w
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'9pgervingthat it is possible to maximize the thickness of haunch flange
(a +R sin§)
(-b-vi) ,
• wi,threspect to the angel 13, we obtain:
dt 1 1 2~+R(1-COSI3)J'~;.w R sinl3,.
- :.... R sinl3
dl3- 2 - 4 \ /d+R(l-cosl3) 2, (L) _ 4Zr
V , b-w a
4Zr
a(b-w),R cos~
..• (4.8)
-
Assuming values of "a" and "R" for a typical connections, it is
possible to plot the rate of c1>.~nge of thickIless with respect to the
a~glel3 for various sizes of rolled sections. The values of d,'b, w)
andZr inEq (4.8) are those of the rolled section.
?lotting the results obtained fromEq (4.8),we obta~n the curve
• 0.2 a = 3.25d R = 6b
,l> ' "
0 8B13
• l4WF30
dt !>. 24WFlOO
ag • Cl 36WF230
0.1 \r
- \(
a= 3. 5d , 3= 4b ~ "
0 ~
5 10 15
13 (degrees)
-
FIG 4.4 Rate of Change of Flange Thickness
With Respect to Angle 13
to
•
t,
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shown in Fig 4.4. That the thickness "t" is a maximumciGlnbe seen in
that zero slope is approached from a positive senpe. Value's of "a" and
"R" used in the computations for the curves in Fig.4.4 are indicated.
Except for unusual cases where the shear is very large, it is considered
that the ~ritical section can always be taken at ~ = 12 degrees.
Test results of various curved knees having a variety of propor.'":
tions have all seemed to indicate that the critical section is within
the immediate vicinity of a point 120 frqm the point of 'tangency . . We
can therefore conclude that this is a reasonable solution. This will
greatly facilitate the design of curved knees .
.Since we have worked with generalities in Eq (4.8) it can be seen
that increasing the angle of intersection between the girder and column
will not affect the assumption of a linear moment diagram between the
points of tangency. and the critical section. Therefore, the critical
section for rectangular and gable frame knees will always be at 12
degrees from the points of tangency.
4.4 MODIFICATION DUE ,TO INFLUENCE OF AXIAL THRUST
Since the critical section is located at a point where the curved
20SC.22 -71
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flange has little influence on the section, it can readily be seen that
there is ,little difference between the curved hauncl;1 aJ:l.d stxaight member
with regard to axial thrus t •
However, we can note that the area of a section within t.he haunch
is always greater thana comparable section in the adjacent rolled section.
ijence, we can conclude that the effect of the axial force will be much
less withi.n the curved knee. Thus, for the majority of cases, the effect
of axial ,force within curved haunches may be neglected.
If it is dee~ed necessary to determine the effect of axial force
on .a curved haunch, the procedure outlined for rolled sections can be
followed. If the ratio PIPy is less thanO.IS the effect of axial force
c,an be neglected; if it 1.s larger, a reduction .factor obtain.ed from
Fig 3.S may be used .
.4.,S MODIFICATION DUE TO INFLUENCE OF SHEAR
Since the web area ina curved haunch is at least as great, if
not greater than that of the adjacent rolled section, it is agai.n
obvious that the magni.tude of the shearing stress..,iith1n die curved
knee will be less than in the rolled section. Previous tests have
shown that shear has attle influence on the maximum bendi~g strength
of most structural members.(2) In portal frames it is very unlikely
that high-shearing stress will be encountered and we can thep::-efore
neglect t.he influence of shear upon the bending moment.
The effect of the sloping flange on the shear force can be seen
by referring to "strai.ght haunched" connections. (Section 3.4)
••
•
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Due to the curved shape of the compression flange it was not possible
to apply the differenti.al equations of buckling to thi.s problem, The
problem was then approached by the Method of strain energy. This was
accomplis~ed by equating the strain energy of lateral bending. to the work
done by the flange force when deformation occurs due to the displacement
of the curved flange to an equilibrium curve. Before formulating the
en.ergy of the system, it is neceslsary to state the conditions and
assumpti.ons that will be made~
The assumptions and condi.tions are as follows:
1) The cur.ved COxm.::L-:r.:..ession 'flange buckles independently of
the r:ema.infng c_omponent parts -of the. cross-section, The
resl.stan,ce to buckling offerr.ed by the adj acent web is
assumed negligible.
4) The curved flange is assumed to have a unlform .-?tress
di~td.bution correspondittg to the y:t.eld stress over its.
area and is assumed to have reached the strain"':hardening
state along its length.
3) It i.s assumed that the compression flange is sj,mply
supported at its connection .with the rolled section.
4.) The flange must buckle normal to the planeof the haunch.
(Twisting is assumed not to occur in the compression flange)
5) The forces restraining the flange from buckling, i.n the plane
of bending .are transmitted by the web. It is assumed in
the derivation that the directions of the loads do not
change during buckling, and that they are displaced laterally
only, thus remaining par.allel to their initial direction.
Hence, no work is performed by the forces restraining the
flange during this translati.on .
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FIG 4·.5 Buckli.ngMode of Curved Flange
The general case of the curved flange is shown in Fig 4.5. From
our assumption of simply supported ends, we can assume that the deflection
curve of the slightly buckled flange can be expressed by the equation
I
y = sin :reSRex, ... (4.9)
wher~ills" is taken as the are length.
The displacement of the load, P, during buckling produces the
•
'.
corresponding work .
T = i5S / 2
-s/2
... (4.10)
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Hence, T =
,&x.
P/2 ( 2
J~a,
2
1f 2 2(rill) cos
-74
. Ra,
2 , " (4,11)
Likewise-, the corresponding energy of bending is given by
2~x f: 2U (U)2 ds= 2 ds 2
Hence, Est Ixx (...2I) 4 f~ 2 ,.1fs dsU = 2 sin lr.a,Ro-
=
ES,t I xx (..JI.)-4. Ro-
2 Ro- 2
'. 0.' (4,12)
(4013)
The critical value of the load at which the straight form of
-.
equilibrium changes from stable to unstable with respect to lateral
buckling in the strain-hardening range is determined from the equation
•
Rence,
U = T
Ro-
2
." (4014)
000 (4,15)
If the curved flange is fabricated out of a flat plate, we can
substitute Ixx = r xx2 AF. From our assumption of uniform yield stress
over the fl"ange area, the force, P, acting on the curved flange becomes
Therefore,
P = cry AF
2 :rc 2
cry AF = Estrxx AF (Ra,)
•
•
T!le critical length of the curved flange can then .be expressed as
v
·2 2
Ro- =1f Est r xx
cry
Expressing this as a ratio of critical buckling length, Ra" to the
radius of gyration, rxx' we obtain
(4016)
"•
..
•
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(~cr = .~~;t
-75
(4.17). .
As st.ated earli.er, we are assuming t.hat. the compressi.on flange is
in the strain-hardening range. For A7 steel the strain hardening
modulus, Est, will be taken as 900 ksi for this problem. The yield
stress is taken as Oy = 33 ksL'
Hence, Eq (4.17) can now be expressed as
Rex,(- ) crr xx =
,f900
nY33 = 16.5 ". (4.18)
•
•
,We can now observe that if we further assume that the flange is COn-
structed as a rectangular plate in cross-section, we can express the \
critical unsupported length as a function of the cross .... section dimension. '
Noting that
=
hence, b
(Ra)cr = 16.5 m- 4.8b ... (4.19)
•
•
For square corner curved knees used in portal frames we can thus
fermulate a maximum allowable radius of, the curved flange.
If lateral support is provided at points A, B, and C in Fig 4.6
it can be assumed that the compressi.on flange is forced to buckle i.n
the second mode. Hence, the critical length can \hen be expressed as:
••
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IF====::=-c
A
R
/2= 1(/4
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FIG 4.6 Square Corner Curved Knee Showing
Poi.n.ts of Lateral' Support
Therefore, the maximum allowable radius of the curved inner flange is,
R = 6b (4.20)
,where b is the flange width of the compression flange. However, if a
larger radius is desirable, t.his may be permitted if the number of
points of lateral support is increased or by returning toEq (4.18)
. and i.ncreasing the magnit.ude of the radius of gyration, r xx ' This can
be accompli.shed by widening the compression flange or incorporating a
channel for the compression flange which will greatly increase the
radius of gyration in the desired plane.
Another possibility exists in that we may re-examine the assumption
of strain-hardening along the compression flange and thus refine (~)=
4.8b. This could be done in much the same way that was suggested in the
case of tapered haunches. By increasing the thickness of the compression
flanges, the magnitude of the average strain along it will be reduced.
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We can in this manner increase the critical buckling length. It must be
pointed out that increasing the thickness of the compression flange also
increases the welding- problems. Since curved haunches will be employed
when large size members are used a very thick plate would be required
using the la~t-mentioned proce~ure with large rolled sections.
For knees used in gabled frames it will be necessary to determine
the angle, ~/2, between the points of lateral support before the critical
buckling length and thence the maximum allowable radius can-he obtained.
However, it can be seen from Fig 4.7, that the angle, ~/2, will always
•
Points of
Lateral Support
FIG 4~7 Gable Frame Knee Showing Points of
Lateral Support
be less than ~/4 in gabled frames. Thus the maximum allowable radius
will be greater than t~at allowed for knees whose members intersect at
right angles.
.205C,2Z
.4.7 EFFECT OF CROSS BENDING
-78
•
One of our earlie,r assumptions was that the fiber stress along the
.curved flange was approximately at ,the yield value throughout' 'i:ts leng.th •
. This stress produces a 'radialcomponentwhich tends to bend the curved
flaqge across the web plate, This problem was recognized in the-elastic
·analysis of curved flanges and a solution .was developed by Hans Ble;t~fi~) (7)
It was realized in elastic analysis that the transverse displacement of
the flanges could ~reatly influence the distribution of longitudinal
stress over the cross-section. Therefore, in considering the plastic
analysis of a curved knee, it was felt Il.ecessary to investigate the
effectof,this phe~omenononthe full pla~tic moment and geometry of the
~ection•
In order to complete the. analysis, it is first necessary to cal-
culate the magnitude of the transverse forces acting in the curve.d flange
of the ~nee.. From the first assutription" the force ina fiber of radius
ds -./\ ~I
[-.---.---]
/
..
•
t
FIG 4.8 Force in a Fiber of Radius "R"
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of curvature, R, and of unit width becomes ozt. From Fig 4.8 the trans-
verse force in the length, ds, becomes
,We then obtain the transverse force per unit of length as
. .. (4.21)
Gz.t
R ... (4.22)
..
A strip of flange havi.ng a unit width and length b/2 can then be
subj ected to this uni.form transverse flange force of magnitude, p', as
shown in Fig 4.9 ..This can be exami.ned as an approximation of the true
behavior of the compression flange of a curved knee when subject to. forces
tending to close the knee .
b/2.
x
-
----
---
•
p = Gzt/R
FIG 4.9 Assumed Loading on Curved Flange and Resulting
Deflection
.We can now assum~ that due to symmetry of the section a strip of
unit width of the flange acts as a cartilever rigidly fixed at the
. base a~d subj ec ted to· a uniform load, p.
I
Before proceeding, we--must now make the assumption that our
problem is one of plane stress, and therefore we can apply Mises yield
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criterion. CI8 ) For thin plates in a state of generalized plane stress,
the average stress over the depth of the plate is used, If we denote
these average values per unit width of plate, we see that due to. symmetry
in the x-dire}tion, Nx = O. However, in thez~directionwe have N~ = ,Ozt.
From the assumed generalized plane stress state we see that we satisfy
the condition,
aot =£2+ Nx2 - NxNz .. , (4,23)
..
Hence, we can now investigate th.e critical case of cross bending,
which has the distri.bution of stress equal to pr less than that shown in
..Fig .4,10 .
z
FIG 4.10 Assumed Stress Distributi.on· in the Curved Flange
From Fig .4,9 we can obtain the maximum .moment at the web as
t b2
M = ay R 8 '0' (4~24)'
The plastic modulus of a one inch strip of curved flange assumes the
value
". (4.25)
• Hence, the limiting value of the cross bending stress which is equal to
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the yield stress can now be equated
b2
0y M/z = ay t/R 8
a b2~
2tR
and we obtain
1
t
Z/4
... (4.26)
Hence:
1L2Rt :=; 1 ... (4.27)
It is interesting to note tha~ Eq (4.27) corresponds identically with
Rule 7 presented by Griffiths (8) in his "Design Rules".
We would now like to point out a flaw that exists in the derivation
for cross-bending and justify our overlooking it. Some rather sketchy
. assumptions were made in the foregoing analysis based on the assumed
stress-distribution of Fig 4.10. The loading on infitesimal elements
at the top and the bottom of the curved flange would be like that shown
in Fig 4.11.
r
x x
~
-
ax ax
,/ az
,.
z
(b) top fiber(a) bottom fiber
r
, e.
FIG 4.11 Loading on Infitesimal Elements in the Flange
A biaxial state of stress exists in the top and bottom fibers.
The plasticity ellipse is not violated in the case of the bottom
'.
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fiber if we have yield stress in the xy and yz planes~ In the top
fibers the plasticity ellipse would indicate that Ox must be zero t()
, .".
satisfy the conditions "0.£ yield. However, it is obvious that at the
ce,ntroid a discontinuity cannot exist and that the surfaces of yielding
must be compatible. Therefore, if the plasticity ellipse is violated,
plastic flow cannot commence due to the restraint offerred by adjacent
fibers.
In all probability the true distriqution of stress due to cross
bending would be similar to that shown in Fig 4.12.
Gst
.'
•
oo
•...
,
FIG 4.12 Probable Stress Distribution on yz
lllaneDue to Cross Bending ,.
Hence, only a few outer fibers are affected by the biaxial stress
condition -,.. and they will subsequently become strain-hardened.
One dther point to note is that this critical condition is maximum
only at the junction of flange and web. The transverse stress varies
from zero on the flange tips to the assumed maximum value. Therefore,
it.would appear that our assumption of generalized plane stress, which
allows, us 'to fullfil the conditions of compatibili,ty is re,asonable .
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4.8 . RADIAL STIFFENERS IN .CURVED KNEES
-83
•
It was recognized i.nelastic design that It·was desirCi.ble to provide
stiffeners at the midpoint and at or near the extremities of a curved
knee. (8) It is evident that they should be used also in plastic design
to ~revent undue shear deformation and premature web buFkling, Unfor-
tunat.e~y, nollprecise" mat.hematical or empirical soluti.on exists for
I
the design of such members. It is not proposed in this section to present
a rigorous mat.hemat.i.cal solution·to this problem, The analysis and rules
presented are an approximate means of determining the requi.red sti.ffener
area.
The followi.ng assumptions are made~
1) The diagonal stiffener at the corner must resist a force
due to the cu~ved flange .
. 2) .The force transmi.tted i.s the component of a force equal to
the plast.ic flange force wh:i..ch passes through the midpoint
of t.he curved flange and th~ points of tangency at the
rolled section, (Fig.4.l3f
R
•
FIG 4.13 Assumed Forc.es Acting on the Diagonal
Stiffener i~ a Curved Knee
.,
:.
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The above assumptions are arbitrary but ~t is believed tqat they
result ina conservative solution. The actual forces transmitted by
the curved flange into the diagonal stiffener a~e po doubt much smaller
since Ill4ch of the rliJ.dial force is taken by the web of the haunch. However,I,
it is desirable to have some way of proportioning the di.agonal sti.ffener
which is pr;i..mari.ly used to pre~ient the haunch web from buckling from the
radial forces since it may be required to, deform plastically.
For a rectangular portal frame knee having a cllrved inner flange,
we can obtain the required stiffener' thickness as follows. The force, Fs
acting on the diagonal stiffener is from assumption (?) equal to
A,'
Fs = 2 cry oAf sin 22,. SO
The required stiffener area is then obtained as
As = 2AF sin 22.So
. (4.28)
(4.29)
;u the width of stiffener is maintained the same as the width of
the haunch flange, the required stiffener thickness becomes
t s = 2t si.n22.So = 0.766~ ... ' (4.30)
Generally, for ease in fabrication and as a matter, of practicality,
tqe stiffener could be cut from material with the same thickness as that
of the flanges.
for connections proportioned for use in gabled frames in which the
~irder intersects the column at an angle larger than a right angle,
the foll<;lwing solution for the required stiffener thickness is obtained.
2050.22 -85
I
a. = 90 - Q
22.50 - 9/4
2 a AF sin (22.50 - 1/4 Q)y .
•
FIG 4.14 Assumed Forces Acting onDiago~al Stiffener
of Gable Frame Knee
From Fig 4.14 one can obtain the component of the flange forces, which is
opposed by the diagonal stiffener. Hence,
'~: I'
Tl}~s, the required stiffener area is:
I
.As =
,As = 2AF sin (22.50 - 1/4 Q) ... (4.32)
.,
Again, this can be simplified further by making the stiffener width
the same as the haunch flanges. The required stiffener thickness that is
obtained is
t s = 2t sin (22.50 - 1/4 B) (4.33)
•
For most gabled frames of practical proportions such that the roof pitch
is not excessive, the influence of the gable angle could be neglected .
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We would then obtain the same thickness of diagonal stiffener that is
required for a square frame; thus, the diagonal stiffener could again
be fabricated from the same material as the haunch flanges without a
loss in economy of the section.
4.9 DESIGN PROCEDURE AND EXAMPLES
A curved knee may be proportioned on the following basiso
1) The critical design sections are taken at the points of
tangency and at sections 12 degrees from the points of
tangency.
-86
•
•
2) The size of rolled section required at the points of tangency
would be selected by simple plastic theory. The flange \vidth
and \l1eb thi.ckness of the haunch is usually maintained the
same as in the rolled section.
3) The required flange t.hickness of the inner and outer flanges
at the critical section 12 degrees within the~aunch can be
determined by the expression·
.I 2 b 411x
t-.= dx -~dx (b=W)--0y--':(~b---w""')
2
where t.he dimensions and moment, Mx ' are taken at the
critical sectidn.
4) The maximum allowable radlus of the curved flange for a
rectangular portal frame knee is R = 6b when positive lateral
support is provided for the compression (curved) flange at
. the midpoint and at or near the points of tangency. If it is
desirable to increase the ra.dius of the curved flange, more
iateral support must be provided such that the arc length
between support points, (Ra)cr,does not exceed 5b. Another
method of increasing the radius without increasing the points
of lateral support is to increase the radius of gyration of
the curved flange so that
(Raj rxx) cr = 16.5
If it is undesirable to provide intermediate points of
support, the thickness of the flanges within the haunch
could be increased in order that the strains can be controlled .
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Using a formula simiiar to that used for tapered knees, the
increment of flange thi.ckness required for any desired radius
..
is
6,t = O,ll(Rex,/b - 4.8)
and tt = t c = (1 +6t) t
where t is the requi.red flange thickness
point as obtained from step (3).
(4.34)
(4.35)
120 from the.t.angent
..
•
5) For knees used in gabled frames, where ex, is the angle between
the points of ta.ngency, the maximum allowable radi.us can be
found in a si.milar manner.
6) The relationship between the width of the curved flange to its
thickness must be such that
b 2 < 12Rt
if this is exceeded, it is necessary to increase the thickness
of the flange or provide short stiffeners along the curved flange.
7) To determine the influence of axial thrust, comput.e the ratio
F/P where Py is the yield strength of the section. If this
is less thatn 0,15, it is not necessary to modify the design .
Howe.ver, if t.he ratio is greater than 0.15, ilt is necessary to
modify the sect.ion. The interaction curves presented in Fig
3,5 can be used in the same manner they are used for simple
beams.
8) Stiffeners should be provided at the midpoint of the curved
flange and D.t or near the points of tangency. The stiffener
at the midpoint which connects the point of intersection of
the two outside flanges with the midpoint of the curved flange
should be proportioned such that the diagonal stiffener area
is three-fourths the flange area as a minimum. Generally,
though, for ease in fabrication and as a matter of practicality,
the stiffener can be made the same thickness as the haunch
·flanges. The stiffeners at the points of tangency can be of
nominal size.
Design Examples:
. We will illustrate the design procedure developed in this chapter
by working two examples, one a connection for use in a rectangular portal
frame and the other for use in a gabled frame. Consider first the design
of the curved knee shown in Fig 4.15 .
••
..
•
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kips
48 in
Section Propertie~
l2WF40
A 11.77 i.n2
d = 11.94 in.
b = 8 0 0 in.
t = 0.516 in
w = 0.294 in
Z .57.6 in3
I __ FIG 4.15 Moment and Forces Acting on Knee
With the knee proportioned so that a plastic hinge forms at the
points of tangency (Point A) under the assumed loading condition,.we
can then proceed to design the haunched portion of the frame.
...;88
Assuming first that lateral support will be provided at the mid-
point of the curved flange and at the. points of tangency with the rolled
section, the maximum allowable radius that is permitted is
R = 9b = 6(8) = 48 in
We can now proceed to determine the required flange thickness at
point B. The required plastic modulus at this point is
Z = M/cry = 47.5(40 + 48 sin 11.460 )
33
= 71.2 in3
••
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The required thickness of the haunch flanges then becomes
tho = 12.9 _ V(12.9)2 (8 ) 4(71.2)8-0.294 - 8-0.294
2
-89
12.9 - 11.65
2 = 0062.5 in
It is now necessary to check, the ratio of width of flange to its
thickness such that the rule presented in step (b) of section.9 is
satisf~ed
82
t? 2(48) = 0.67 in > 0.625
•
We must therefore increase the thickness of the curved flange above
that required for bending at the critical section.
The diagonal stiffeners can be proportioned so the stiffener area
is three-fourths the flange area.
Hence, 3
t s - 4 t
3
= '4 (0.62..5)
•
= 0.469 in
In view of the above required stiffener area, all radial stiffener
requirements can be provided by 1/2 i.nchplate.
,We will next determi.ne if the 'axial force has any adverse effect
on the section proPFrties.
k47 . .5
P/Py = 11.77 x33
= 0.125 < 0.15
Therefore, inp modi.fication is necessary with regard to the action of
axial force upon the cross section.
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The second design example will be a curved knee for a gabled frame.
• It will again be assumed that the prismatic secFions have been selected
such that the plastic hinge condition occurs at t4e point of tangency of
Hauneh web l/Z in
Haunch Flange Width - 10 in
is shown in Fig 4.16.
';;ZoZ kips
~84.4kiPS
9150 in-kips
the knee. . The kneet.o be desigIl.ed
Section Properties
27WF94
= 72" A = 27.65 in2d = 2a.9l in
74.1 n b = 9:99 in
w = 0.490 in
t = 0.747 ~n3
= 120 Z = 277 .1 1n
..
~ 8300 i.n-kips
--"';;0...
65.5 kips 174,3, kips
FIG 4.16 Assumed Moments and Forces Acting on Gable
. Frame Knee
. The prismatic section was selected so that 'the plastic hinge formed
at point A.. From the loads and moments one can see that the critical
section in the haunch occurs adjacent to the cofunn ~t lZ degrees from
the points of tangencyo
Lateral support must be provided at point.C.~uitable positive
...
support must also be provided at points A and D. Hence, the maximum
allowable radius becomes
205e .22
5b 5b
= 0064 = 708b
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The radius used was
R= 72" < 7.8(10)
W~ can now determine the required flange thickness of the haunch
.at point (B).
Hence,
t = d')d2(k) - ~:w
2
where Z = MB
cry =
9895 3
33 =300 in
•
and .d = 26.91 + 72 (l-cos 11.46°)
•
Therefore,
t = 28.35 - )(28.35)2
2
10 .4(300)
(9:"5) - 9.5
'., 28 .. 35 - 26.8
2 - 0.775 in Use 13/16" Plate
We must now check the ratio of flange width to its th~ckness ~o
determine if the effective width of the flange, is'as assum~d (100%
effective) :
bit < 2R/b
10 <
0.775
12.9 < 14.4
2(72)
10
•
The effect of the axial force on the section is next determined:
Hence,
84
P/Py = 33(27.65) = 0.092< 0.15
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Finally, we must provide radial stiffeners at the knee centerline
• and the points of tangency. The required stiffener thickress is three-
Use 9/1611 Plate
t =s
fourths the flange thickness for the diagonal stiffener. Hence,
3 .c~ (0.775),= 0.58 in
The stiffeners at the points of tangency will be arbitrarily made of
the same material.
)
..
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Several elastic methods of .analysis are available" for use in
designing curved or tapered haunched connections. However, the plastic
method of analysis presented herein will provide a suitable method of
proportioning haunched connections that is much simpler than any known
elastic solution. The solut.ion also takes into considerat.ion the buckling
characteristics of the component parts of the connection as well as the
bending strength.
This report is primarily a theoretical study of the problem. A
series of tests is being planned on connections designed and proportioned
by the procedures developed herein. Several tests have been conducted
in the past which may be correlated to a certain extent with the results
presented here. These connections were tested in the plastic range and
make it possible to examine several of the problems that were studied in
this report. The tests are favorable in their correlation. The following
summarizes the results of this theoretical study of haunched connec.tions:
1) This report shows that haunched corner connecti~hs with
tapered or curved inner flanges may be analyzed by the plastic bending
thepry. The steps for proportioning tapered haunches are given in Section
3.8, ~d for curved knees in Section 4.9.
2) Previous work has shown that failure of a built-up haunch
has been through lateral buckling of the c:ompression flange, even though
adequate bending strength is provided.. Since plastic bending is based
on the precepts of a structure stabilized against buckling, this report
205C.22 -94
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has developed a means of assuring sufficient lateral stability such that
failure does not prevent the haunch from transmitting the requi~ed hinge
moment. This has been done by specifying the limiting haunch geometry
that will be appropriate for the derived spacing of lateral supports~
Equations (3.31.), (3.47), (3.48).andFigs 3.12 and 3.14 specify the spacing
for tapered knees and Eqs (4.l9).and (4.35) for curved knees.
3) The influence of axial force on haunched connections can be
considered in the same manner as for rolled sections. Generally, the
same modification that is applied to the adjacent rolled sections can be
-used. (See Section 3.3)
4) Shear ~vas found to have iittle if any influence on the plastic
moment of tapered or curved knees (See Section 3.4).
5) The critical sections ina tapered knee are found to be at
the intersection of the taper and rolled section and at the intersection
of the sloping flanges when the angle ~ is equal to or less than 120 •
(Section 3.5)
6) ,When the angle between .the sloping flanges is greater than
12°, . the critical section is at the extremities of the haunch. (Sections
3.5 and 3.6).
7) .The geometric conditions of the compression flange must be
such that bit is less than or equal to 17 in order that the haunched
portion may develop large plastic deformations without local buckling
occurring and a consequent .reduction in load. (Eq 3.34),
·205C.22 -95
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8) The effect of cross bending can be neglected if b2/2Rt ~ 1.
(Section 4.7)
9) An apprqximate method of determining the required stiffening
for ta,pered kneel'l is given by Eqs (3.51) (3.53) (3.55) and (3.59) "an4
., "
for curved knees by Eqs (4.30) and (4.33).
10) Design examples illustrate the application of this plastic
analysis (Sections 3.8 and 4.9) .
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.. A
Aa =
AF =
Aw
a =
b =
Cl =
c =
d =
d x =
E =
Est =
Fs =
G =
Gst =
I =
I w =
K =
Kt
M =
Mp =
Mpc =
Mwa =
Mx =
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VIr NOM E N C L A T U R ~
Area of cross-section
Area of web resisting axial force
Area of two fTanges of WF shape, AF = 2bt
Area of web between flanges
Distance between inflection point and haunch extremity
Flange width
Reduction coefficient for normal stresses
Distance from neutral axis to extreme fibre,
Depth of section
Depth of section at a point within the haunch
Young's modulus of elasticity
Strain-hardening modulus of elasticity
Force resisted by stiffener
Modulus of elasticit..y in shear
Modulus of elasti.city in shear at the onset of strain-hardening
Moment of inertia
Warping constant
Coefficient; K = P/Elxx
Torsion constant
Bending mQment
Plastic moment; subscript " r " indicated rolled section
Plastic hinge moment modified to include the effect of
axial compression
Bending moment of area car~ying axial force
Moment: at poin,t "x"
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to
P =
-, Py =
R .-
l/R
r
r o
2
=
s
scr
sir =
T =
t =
•
tr
•
t s =
U =
U,V,w=
V =
Vr =
w =
x =
Xo,Yo=
y =
Ya =
Z =
Za
• z =
•
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Normal force
Axial force correspond~ng to yield stress level; P = A cry
Radius of curved haunch
,Curvature
Radius of gyration, subscripts denote flexure axis
I xx + I yy
Xo + Yo +
Are length; s = R~; length of compression flange of haunch
Critical length for lateral buckling
Slenderness ratio
Work produced by external forces
Thi.ckness of flange; subscripts c and t denote compression
and tension
Thickness of rolled section flange
Thickness of stiffener
Strain energy
Displacements in x, y, and z directions
Shear force
Resultant shear force
Web thickness
Lateral coordinate
Coordinates of the shear center
Transverse coordinate
Depth of web on which the axial force acts
Plastic modulus;.Z = ~/cry
Plastic modulus of section carrying axial force
Longitudinal coordinate
••
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a., =
13 =
0
't
=
EO =
Q
Oy =
Oz =
1" =
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Central angle between points of tangency of curved connection
Angle between the inside and outside flanges within the haunch
Angle of rotation of cross-section about the shear center
Unit shear
Strain
Angle of rise in gable frame
Yield stress level
Normal stress onx-y plane
Shear stress
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IX APPENDIX A
A single span portal frame ,with gabled roof will be designed to
-10.3
.
resist vertical and side load. The problem is the same as design examples
14,3 and 14.4 in Reference 2. The frame is sketched in Fig a. The ver-
tical and horizontal distributed loads are replaced by concentrated
loads applied at the purl ins (5' spacing) and the side load replaced
b~ an equivalent concentrated load which produces an overturning moment
equal to that of the uniformly distributed load.
It was shown in Reference 2 that the most critical design case was
the one without wind. Hence, we will only consider this one loading
condition. A complete design will be made which includes the haunched
connections.
P
l.0 kll
P 5 x 1 x 1.88 9.4
Q
----
1~.( -=.1=00_'------;1
•
FIG a Rigid Gable Frame with ,Assumed Loading
Following is the analysis for the vertical loading condition.
The redundant force is selected as Hi in Fig b. The moment diagram
for the determinate structure is then shown by the solid line in fig c.
InFigd the moment diagram due to loading by the redundant is indicated"
•205C.22
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1
~Hl
50'
5
I
FIG b
..
•
1
~H~un:f
2 3
M2
4 5
FIG c
•
FIG. 'd
Finally a composite moment diagram has been sketched in Fig c.
It is evident that if tqe girder is to be used to full capacity a
mechanism must form with hinges at sections 3 and 4. The problem is
•205C,22 -105
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then to find the requir,ed plastic moment of the girder,and to proportion
. '
the columns for the required moment at section 2, Once these prismatic
sections have been ,found we can then design the haunched connections,
The equilibrium solution follo~:
Equating moments ~t sections 3 and 4
Hl(2:l) - Ml= M2 - Hl(32) = Mp
Ml = 10P(10) - P (5 + 10/2)
90P
M2 = 240P
M2"n- Ml
23 + 32 =
330P
55 = 6P
Mp = 240P - 6P(32)= 48P =451 ft-kips
The required plastic moment at section 2 is determined from
~ Hl(14)
Mp 6P(14) = 84P = 789 ft-kips
The sections required can now be selected.
,Girder: Z = 451(12) = 164 in3 Use 21WF7333 Z = 172.1 in3
164(789) 287 in3 Use 27WF102Column: Z = 451 = in3Z= 304.4
Checkin~the axial force in the columns to see if a ,modification
is,..n~.cessarywe obtain
pip =y
94
(33)(30.1) = 0.095 <: 0.15
•
Weare now ready to proportion the haunched corner connections of
the frame. ,Fig e shows the assumed geometry of the 'haunch .
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kips
21WF73
\ 55.7 kips
I~)""'--- 75.2
451 ft-kips
11.0'
6.6'
Section Proverties
27WF102 21WF73
A 30.01 in2 A = 21.46 in2
d = 27.07 in d = 21.24 in
b = 10.02 in b 8.295 in
t = 0.827 in .t = 0.74 in
w 0.518 in w = 0.455 in
Z = 304.4 in3 ,.. 172.1 in3
,.
56.3 kips~ 789 kips
t94 kips
FIG e
We will. assume 1/2 in .. web plates and that haunch flanges are lOin.wid~.
Therefore, the maximum unsupported length .of the compression flange is
~cr= 5b = 50 in.
lienee, \-le must provide lateral support at points A, B, C, and D. It is
readily seen that the intermediate support is required at point C. )
. Since the angle between flanges of th~ column haunch ·is greater
than 120 the plastic hinge will notforni within the column haunch.
Hence,we must only investigate the girder haunch at point B. The
required plastic modulus at this point is
j
•205C.22 .
Z = M/a y =
-107
54.10 + 55.7(92) - 75.2(9.7) + 1.88 (92~/24
33
.'
Solving for
~472 317 ~n3
= 33 = .L
=
40.8 - 40.2
2 =
..
..
However, flange thickness must be at least as great as adjacent rolled
section.
t req = a.827/cos 12
0
.= 0.845 in.
Therefore 7/8 in plate will ,be used.
Checking local buckling we have
bit = 17
10/0.875 = 11.4 <17
The thickness of the stiffener at point A is
t s = t sin 300
= 0.875 (0.5) = 0.4375 in.
At pointD, the required thickness is
t s = 0.875 (0.208) = 0.182 in.
Use 1/2 in'plate for both stiffeners
It is necessary to find the unbalance in the flange forces at
point B to determine the required diagonal stiffener thickness.
Assuming the flange force is the yield force we obtain
Hence
t s .- t (sin 33. 4° - sin 2.1°)
= 0.875 (0.55 - 0.037)
= 0.447 in.
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.We can again use 1/2 in. plate
-108 .
The required web thr~kness is
{3bt {3 (10) (0.8125)
h = 46
0,306 in <.0.50 in.
If it is undesirable to use intermediate points of support at
section C~ the alternate method of proportioning the connection can be
used. Assqmi.ng we cannot change the geometry of the connection, our
only recourse i.s to increase the flange thickness.
Since
L/b = 9410 = 9.4
Then
~t 0.11 (9,4 - 4.8) = 0,50
Since the required flange thickness at sectionB is only 0.3 in,
it is necessary to furnish a haunch area at pointD which is equal to
the adjacent flan~e area of the 21WF73.
Therefore:
t c- = l,5lx 0.625 = 0.94 in
Usel i,I)..'pl.ate
Hence t c =
8.295 (0.74)_ 0.625
10 cos 120 -
•
The diagonal stiffener and stiffeners at the end of the haunch.willbe
maintained from the previous analysis.
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